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ABSTRACT
This paper describes two methods utilizing the
transmission electron microscope for studying the
structural characteristics of photographic silver halide
grains: (1) direct observation and subsequent determination
of the grain size-frequency distribution for a given emulsion
and (2) the carbon replica technique for studying the
external structure of the grains. Other uses of the electron
microscope in photographic research that could be applied at
R.I.T. are briefly discussed.
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'INTRODUCTION
The transmission electron microscope has played an
increasingly important role in photographic research in
recent years. Its advantage lies in the much higher
resolution and magnifications than are obtainable with a
conventional light microscope. Magnifications up to one
hundred thousand times make the electron microscope useful
for studying the characteristics of silver halide grains
from photographic emulsions.
In principle, it works much the same as a light
microscope (Figure 1) except electrons replace photons
as the exposing medium and optical lenses are replaced
by either magnetic or electrostatic lenses. The electron
gun (Figure 2) is analogous to the light bulb In a light
microscope, being the source of exposing radiation.
Since magnetic and electrostatic lenses obey all the laws
of geometric and physical optics, they are subject to
diffraction, spherical and chromatic aberration, astigmatism,
and distortion. All these effects limit the performance of
the electron microscope, but under ideal conditions the
resolution Is of the order of a few angstroms.
Because silver halide grains deterioate rapidly when
exposed to a beam of high intensity electrons, they are a
difficult subject to study with an electron microscope.
They may be observed only a short time before they decompose

















figure 2 THE ELECTRON GUN
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electrons so well, only a silhouette of the grains is imaged
when they are viewed directly. However, this is adequate
when only information about the size and shape of the grains
is desired as when determining the grain size-frequency
distribution.
The grain size-frequency distribution to a great extent
determines the sensitometric properties of a given photographic
emulsion. It is usually plotted with frequency on the ordinate
and grain size on the abscissa. The size may be expressed as
either the diameter or the area of a circle of equivalent
sise.
*
It is most convenient to use the electron microscope
to determine this distribution.
An indirect method of study must be employed if the
shape of individual grains is to be ascertained. The best
and most widely used method is the carbon replica technique.
Briefly, this technique involves evaporating a very thin film
of carbon over the grains and dissolving them with sodium
thiosulfate. This leaves a carbon shell which is thin
enough to be viewed with a transmission electron microscope.
PROPOSAL
The us a of the electron microscope for studying silver
halide grains has existed in the photographic industry for
twenty to thirty years. The purpose of ray project has been
to survey these techniques and establish a systematic method
employing our equipment for studying the physical character
istics of our emulsion grains.
INVESTIGATION
The project was divided into two parts: (1) direct
observation of the grains and subsequent grain size-frequency
distribution determination, and (2) the production of carbon
replicas of the silver halide grains.
Direct Observation of the Grains
Because silver halide grains are highly unstable when
exposed to a beam of high intensity electrons, the exposure
must be kept to a minimum by decreasing the time and intensity
of exposure. The standard operation of centering the beam
should be performed before the specimen is introduced into
the column. It is important to have the condenser aperture
in place whenever the specimen is inside the column as this
reduces the area of exposure. The magnification should be
set at 46 on the high range scale, which gives a magnification
of 20,000 times. Focusing should be performed in one corner
of a grid square and the photographs taken on other areas of
the same square,
ror maximum stability, the grains should be mounted on
carbon-coated grids rather than Formvar-coated grids.
Evaporated carbon films are more difficult to prepare, but
r.-e stronger, more stable, and more transparent to the electron
beam than Formvar films. These properties of carbon cause an
increase in specimen contrast and a decrease in thermal drift,
making it ideal for high resolution work or in situations where
the specimen is unstable and it becomes necessary to work
very quickly, as when viewing silver halide grains. The
method of preparing carbon-coated grids did not differ much
from the method described by Bradley. 5
The resulting micrographs were used to plot grain
size-frequency distributions. The plots v/ere obtained by
projecting the micrographs with an enlarger at a known
magnification onto a circular template. The area of each
grain was estimated by superimposing the template over the
image. Approximately 500 grains were counted. Plots v/ere
made of relative frequency (the frequency at a given size
divided by the total number of grains) versus the size.
The approximate size of the grain size interval was found




emulsion- B which had a maximum diameter of 0.1 m
the size of the intervals was 0.005jum, and for emulsion B
which had a maximum grain size of 0.23 um, the size of the
interval v/as 0.01 um. A template similar to the one used
is shown on the next page (Figure 3). The numbers shown
are the inside diameter in millimeters of each circle.
The magnifications v/ere conviently chosen such that
computations would be simplified. The microscope magnification
was set at X 20,000 for all micrographs. Since emulsion B
had a small range of grain sizes, the enlarger .magnification
v/as chosen to be X 10 v/hich gave a total magnification of















































































0.005um. For emulsion A, the enlarger magnification v/as X 5
so the total magnification was X 100,000 so 1mm on the image
plane equals 0.010i*m. Since emulsion A appeared to follow a
log-normal distribution, a plot of frequency versus diameter
on semilog paper is also shown.
The Carbon Replica Technique
Carbon replicas of silver halide grains have two distinct
advantages over direct observation of the grains: (1) the
replica is extremely stable and can be photographed easily,
and (2) the replica reveals the surface structure of the
grains. The replica technique also produces a three-dimensional
effect that is unsurpassed in its aesthetic value.
The ^ive basic steps for the production of carbon replicas
are outlined in Figure 4. For Step 1 , the grains (in aqueous
solution) are placed on the surface of the grid with a
micropipebte and allowed to dry. The grid is then taped to
a glass microscope slide v/ith double-stick cellophane tape.
For Steps 2 and 3- the grid on the microscope slide is
placed in the vacuum evaporator (Plate 1) and the chamber is
evacuated to 5um of mercury or less. The grains are shadow
casted v/ith about 2.5 cm of 80$ Pt - 20$ Ir v/ire which should
be carefully folded into quarters (not compressed. Into a tight
ball of wire). About 45 amps of current (as read from the dial
on the right, not the one on the left) for about 10 seconds
is usually adequate for evaporation. Exceeding these limits
may either cause specimen heat damage or burning out the
tungsten filament. If desired, the specimens may be observed.
briefly v/ith the electron microscope to determine if enough
metal has evaporated. If a shadow is visible, the specimen
should be immediately carbon coated. The tips of the rods
should be cleaned before each use and the spring tension
adjusted the same amount each time to assure some uniformity
in the process. The grains are coated for about 10 seconds
at 48 amps until the indicator patch is at the proper visual
density. To insure uniform coverage, the stage should be
rotated during the carbon coating process.
After coating the grids are carefully floated on top of
an ethylene dichloride solution. for 5 minutes to remove the
Formvar (Step 4). The grid Is drained and dried quickly
then floated on a solution of sodium thiosulfate (350 g/1)
"to dissolve the silver halide grains (Step 5) for 30 minutes.
-miter this, the grids are v/?.sh<s^ y floating on top of distilled
water then dried. The replicas should then be dried in a
dessicator for 24 hours before use.
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pipUre 4 THE CARBON
REPLICA TECHNIQUE
1 ) Coat grains onto
Formvar-coated
grids.
?) Shadow the grains
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The micrographs of Emulsions A and 3 are shown in
Plates 2 and 3, respectively. From these photos it is
obvious that Emulsion A has a wider range of grain sizes
than does Emulsion B. It is interesting to note that
the images are not of the same quality, even though they
are both at the same magnification and are both mounted on
carbon-coated grids. The original micrograph of Emulsion A
v/as much lower contrast than that of Emulsion B, because
A v/as photographed with the new S0-163 film and B v/as
photographed with 4489 film. The S0-163 was overexposed
and gave a more contrasty image, producing sharper grains.
Emulsion A also had quite a bit of gelatin surrounding the
grains and since gelatin alho absorbs electrons, this cut
down the specimen contrast. For the best images, it has been
recommended that the gelatin be removed by centrifugation.
However, some of the grains (especially the smaller ones)
could be removed during this process and since the grains
were very small to begin v/ith, I chose not to remove the
gelatin. [Lost of the time, the gelatin has little effect
on the quality of the image. It is possible that the sample
of Emulsion A could have been taken from an area of locallzec.
high gelatin concentration.
The grain size frequency distributions appeared much
like Dr. Carroll (private communication) said they would.
Emulsion A has both very small and fairly large grains
11
in a wide variety of
shapes v/hile Emulsion B has only
spherical grains v/hich are all very close to the same size.
The carbon replicas reveal a great deal about the
surface structure of the grains. However, as Plates 4
and 5 show, the replicas can give false information about
the very small grains. This is due to the thickness of the
carbon coating. For a 100 A thick coating over a 0.1/um
grain, the size distortion would be at least 20$, so the
carbon replica technique cannot be used to determine the
size of particles smaller than 0.5 J*m.
Plate 7 Is very interesting because of the tiny,
triangular-shaped specks found on the grain. They are
apparently surface latent image specks formed v/hen the
grain was exposed to light for a period of several days.
The difference in graininess from Plate 4 to Plate 5
is very significant and the cause is unknown. One possibility
is that Plate 5 was exposed to the electron beam too long,
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The sample size for the grain size-frequency distribution
was chosen such that I could be 95$ confident that
99/--
of the
population of grains lies between the highest and lov/est
values of the sample. This v/as determined by the following
formula :
1 - V = - (n-1)n
v/here ^ is the level of confidence, J} Is the percent of the
population to be included In the interval, and n is the
n
sample size. For Y = -95, and |J = .99- the sample size is
slightly less than 500, v/hich is about; what sample size I
used.
The accuracy of magnification must also be discussed.
The Hitachi HS-7S uses a
"zooa:"
type system to change the
magnification, v/hich could lead to a 2.5$ error in
magnification. One way to avoid this would be to put latex
balls of a known diameter on the grid v/ith the silver halide
grains to automatically calibrate the system. The only
problem with this is that it would be difficult to tell the
latex balls from the grains. The error in enlarger magnifi
cation v/as found to be about 1#, so the total error in the
magnification would be about 3-5/'. This amount of error
proved to be acceptable.
I v/OL'ld like to conclude by saying that I hope these
techniques will be put to use here at R.I.T. and that there
is
certainly"
room for improvement of these techniques.
21
RECOMMENDATIONS
There are many more projects that could be based on
the techniques described in this one. The obvious one
v/ould be relating the sensitometric properties of a given
emulsion to the parameters of the grain size-frequency
distribution. These things are being done routinely in
the photographic industry and there is now no reason why
we can't do this here. There is much room for improving
the exhausting procedure of estimating the size of each
grain .
V/ith the addition of a new ultramicrotome, or possibly
just obtaining some diamond knives for our old one, thin
sections of film could be studied. Coupled v/ith a
microdensitometer trace, a thin section v/ould be valuable
for studying the image distribution, especially across an
edge.
Studies of development could be aided by the replica
technique. Grains could be mounted on a grid, developed
oartialiy, replicated, then fixed out. In this way, the
effects of different developers on the image distribution
in the emulsion could be studied.
22
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ppendix II (written by Dr. Thomas Frederick)
l.tachi HS-7S Electron Microscop ? Operation and Maintenance Procedures
. Turn-on procedure
1. Turn on water (2 liters /minute flow rate) to cool diffusion pump.
2. Plug in transformer.
3- Turn on MAIN SWITCH.
k. Depress the EVAC STOP button down (if it is already down, leave it
there)
5. Depress the FORE PUMP button down and close the A.I.V. (air
inlet valve).
6. Wait for the pump noise to subside (1-2 minutes) and then depress
the COL CLOSE button down .
7. Wait for pump noise (if any) to subside (1-2 minutes) and then
depress the DIFF PUMP button down.
8. Wait a full 10 minutes.
9. Depress LOW VAC button down.
10. Turn the CAMERA AIRLOCK CRAM VALVE fully to the open position.
11. When the vacuum purrp gauge reads 65pA (or lower), depress
HICH VAC button down. ;
12. Wait until the vacuum pump gauge reads in the green zone.
13. Press and release the round VACUUM GAUGE button.
l4. Be sure the FILAMENT knob is turned counter-clockwise as far j
as It will go. Turn the CONDENSOR CROSSOVER knob fully \
counter-clockwise.
15. Depress HIGH VOLTAGE button down.
l6. Saturate the filament r
Press and hold down the BEAM CURRENT button. Very slowly
turn the FILAMENT knob clockwise until the gauge needle
begins to register current. Continue to turn the FILAMENT
knob slowly clockwise until a point is reached when further
turning of the FILAMENT knob does not increase the current
reading. Do not turn the FILAMENT knob any further clockwise.
Turn the FILAMENT knob slightly counterclockwise. Obtain saturatio
of the filament by adjusting the beam current while viewing
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. Electron beam alignment (performed when the filament is saturated)
1. gun alignment (mechanical alignment)
a. Turn the CONDENSOR CROSSOVER knob as far counterclockwise
as it will go.
b. Using the two uppermost adjusting knobs (GUN ALIGNMENT or
GUN TRAVERSE knobs), slowly move the small bright green dot
in
the center of the circular viewing screen around until
the
entire screen emits a soft glow (this step is very frustrating
and simply takes time).
2. condensor alignment (magnetic alignment)
a. Slowly concentrate the beam by turning the CONDENSOR CROSSOVER
knob clockwise. Use the two CONDENSOR ALIGNMENT knobs to
center the beam as you are concentrating the beam.
b. Move the beam around using the two GUN TRAVERSE knobs to find
the location giving the brightest beam.
c. Move the bright beam to the center of the screen using the
CONDENSOR ALIGNMENT knobs. You may need to repeat steps b
& c to insure that the brightest beam has been obtained.
.. Insertion of apertures (performed after electron beam is aligned)
The insertion of each of the three apertures follows the same
procedure. The condensor aperture limits the amount of beam
reaching the specimen. The
objective*
aperture lirrits the amount
of
beam' leaving' the specimen. The projector aperture reduces
the area of the image being projected onto the viewing screen.
The projector aperture is useful only at high magnifications.
a. Turn APERTURE knob clockwise to the desired position.
b. Center the aperture using the two centering knobs (the position
of these knobs will vary with the aperture being used).
c. Realign the electron beam, if necessary, using the GUN TRAVERSE
and CONDENSOR ALIGNMENT knobs.
-The objective aperture is very sensitive to movement of the controlling
knobs. Thus, v/hen you are centering the objective aperture do not turn
the controlling knobs very far without being sure that the aperture hole
is in site on the screen. Also, whenever you are operating any of the
microscope controls near the objective aperture control knobs, do not
bump the control knobs.
It is imperative that the objective aperture be useable because of the
tremendous increase in contrast obtainable with this aperture.
D. Specimen Carrier operation
Always slowly desaturate the filament to zero prior
to putting
in or removing a specimen. (Do not shut off the high voltage).
1. To place specimen into the column
a. SPECIMEN VACUUM button on the electron microscope table
to the right of the column must be in the upper position.
b. Pull the clear plastic RELEASE BUTTON In the column
next to the specimen chamber port to allow air to enter
the specimen chamber.
c. Turn the CYLINDER CONTROL KNOB clockwise toward D. This
will move the SPECIMEN HOLDER out towards you.
d. Press inward on the CYLINDER CONTROL KNOB, remove the
SPECIMEN HOLDER from the column using the special
tweezers, and then release the CYLINDER CONTROL KNOB.
e. Insert the grid into the SPECIMEN HOLDER with the dull
side uo. Make sure the SPECIMEN HOLDER is fIra ly closed
with the slit towards the back.
f. Place the SPECIMEN HOLDER into the specimen- chamber (you
do not have -to depress the cylinder control knob to reseat
the specimen holder). Check to see if the SPECIMEN
HOLDER is seated properly.
g. Reset the clear plastic RELEASE BUTTON in front of
the SPECIMEN HOLDER in the specimen chamber port. Holding
the'
RELEASE BUTTON in place, depress the SPECIMEN VACUUM
button down.
h. Wait until the pump noise subsides (2 minutes).
i. Introduce the SPECIMEN HOLDER into the column by turning
the SPECIMEN ASSEMBLY CARRIER (large black knob) clockwise
and allowing the assembly to be pulled into the column
very slowly. Seat the assembly using the guide pin.
j. Turn the CYLINDER CONTROL KNOB clockwise until the SPECIMEN
HOLDER has lowered into the column.
k. Push the CYLINDER CONTROL KNOB in firmly so that the
SPECIMEN HOLDER may disengage completely. Keeping the
CYLINDER CONTROL KNOB depressed, turn it completely
'
counter-clockv/ise (This is a difficult step because the
knob does not operate smoothly) .
(go to next page)
1. Remove the SPECIMEN ASSEMBLY CARRIER from the column by
slowly pulling it out. Turn the assembly
counter-clockwise
to lock it in place. Saturate the filament.
2. To retrieve the specimen (Be sure to desaturate the filament and
return both STAGE TRAVERSE KNOBS to 0.0 prior to removing specimen)
a. Introduce the SPECIMEN ASSEMBLY CARRIER into the column by
turning it clockwise and allowing the assembly to be
pulled into the column very slowly. Seat the assembly
using the guide pin.
b. Turn the CYLINDER CONTROL KNOB clockwise towards D until a
click is felt or heard. Do not depress the knob
c . Turn the CYLINDER CONTROL KNOB counter-clockwise fully.
d. Remove the SPECIMEN ASSEMBLY CARRIER from the column by
slowly pulling it out. Turn the assembly counter-clockwise
to lock it in place.
e. Place SPECIMEN VACUUM button in the up position (very im
portant) .
f . Pull the clear plastic RELEASE BUTTON to allow air to
enter the specimen chamber.
g; Turn the CYLINDER CONTROL KNOB clockwise toward D. This
will move the SPECIMEN HOLDER out towards you.
h. Press inward on the CYLINDER CONTROL KNOB,, remove the
SPECIMEN HOLDER using the special tweezers, and then
release the CYLINDER CONTROL KNOB.
i. Remove grid.
j. Replace empty SPECIMEN HOLDER unless a new grid is to be
viewed.
k. Turn CYLINDER CONTROL KNOB counter-clockwise to draw
SPECIMEN HOLDER in.
1. Place the clear plastic RELEASE BUTTON over the chamber port.
Hold it in place and depress the SPECIMEN VACUUM button down.
E. Viewing the specimen
1. Magnification
a. Green light on the magnification dial indicates low range.
The scope should always be returned to low range v/hen all
viewing is completed.
b. Magnification is adjusted using the large (coarse) and
small (fine) click-stop MAGNIFICATION. KNOBS.
c. Do not pay attention to the reading on the magnification
dial. This does not correspond to the actual magnification.
The magnification dial can be calibrated using latex spheres.
d. To change to high range magnification turn the OUTER POLE
PIECE KNOB (do not turn the inner knob) clockwise. A red
light will appear on the magnification dial (indicates high
range magnification). Continue turning the knob clockwise
until the image reappears. Center magnification by check
ing the centering of the concentrated beam.
e. To return to low range magnification turn OUTER POLE PIECE
KNOB clockwise until image reappears and green light
appears on the magnification dial.
2. Focusing
a. Focusing is accomplished v/ith 3 focus knobs. The 2 upper
COARSE FOCUS knobs are used when low range magnification is
used. The FINE FOCUS knob (lower knob) is used when high
range magnification is used. You may use all 3 knobs at
both low and high range magnification but the FINE FOCUS
knob is generally useless at low range magnification.
b. Prior to inserting the specimen into the column, place both
the large and small COARSE FOCUS knobs at about the center
setting.
c. To focus, turn the selected focus knob either clockwise
or counter-elockwise until the image is in
"best"
viev/ing
focus. You will notice that the image v/ill rotate around
its center axis when the focus knobs are turned. Be sure
not to become disoriented when this occurs.
d. When photographing the image, the
"best"
exposure focus
may be slightly under or over viewing focus. You must
determine this for the particular microscope and camera
system you are using..
(go to next page)
e. Close-up viewing of the image and fine focusing
for photography can be done using the swing-out
binoculars. Focusing these binoculars will be
demonstrated by the instructor.
3. Movement of the specimen during viewing
a. The specimen can be moved in any direction by using
the specimen STAGE TRAVERSE KNOBS connected to the
vertical rods on the left and right hand sides of the
column.
b. Any area on the specimen can be relocated by noting the
settings on the 2 STAGE TRAVERSE KNOBS before moving av/ay
from that point. Simply return the 2 knobs to the
desired settings and the image area being sought will
be brought back into view..
c Very important -- Both STAGE TRAVERSE KNOBS must be
returned to 0.0 prior to attempting to remove the
specimen from the column.
F. Photography (under red light)
1. Loading emulsion plates
a. Place each glass film plate into a metal plate carrier
emulsion side up.
b. Place each loaded plate carrier into the loading box
with the notch of the plate carrier facing towards the
front opening of the loading box.
c. Place the end covers in position in the loading box.
d. Place the loaded box into the plate drying chamber. Put
the lid on the chamber and evacuate the chamber by de
pressing the PLATE VACUUM button down. Leave the
plates in the drying chamber for 24 hours prior to
loading into the microscope.
e. Be sure the CAMERA AIRLOCK CRANK VALVE is fully closed
and the CAMERA VACUUM button is up.
f . Allow air into the camera chamber by pulling the LEAK KNOB
of the camera chamber located on the front cover plate
of the camera chamber.
Remove'
the front cover plate and
replace the metal catch box, if necessary (contains exposed
plates), see 3 "Removing exposed
plates"
g. Remove the rear loading port cover (located behind the
column) .
h. Place the leading box (containing dry, unexposed plates)
in the rear loading port v/ith the front of the box
facing the column. You may have to tip the loading box
to get it past the two vertical rods.
i.. Replace both covers (rear loading port cover and the front
cover plate). Hold the front cover plate in place and
depress the CAMERA VACUUM button down .
j. Wait 10 minutes, put the CAMERA VACUUM button in the up position
and open the CAMERA AIRLOCK CRANK VALVE very slowly making
sure that the vacuum gauge dial remains in the green zone.
2. Camera operation
a. With the camera shutter closed (handle on the right side
of the viewing port down) and the viewing screen in the
horizontal position (handle on the left side of the
viewing port dov/n), see that all four meter cells are
illuminated (these are 4 small cylinders located at the
edge of the beam above the viewing screen they can
be seen through the round viev/ing port above the screen
chamber).
b. Turn on the exposure meter by depressing the EXP METER
button down, and flipping the meter switch on.
c. Wait 30 seconds for the meter to warm up.
d. Switch the meter dial to
"meter"
and, using the CONDENSOR
CROSSOVER knob, adjust the beam intensity until the light
meter reads 40.
e. Switch the meter selection to four (4).
f . Focus the specimen. Raise the viewing screen v/ith the
handle at the left of the column and obtain fine focus of
the specimen using the binoculars.
g. Advance the first unexposed plate into position by turning
the PLATE ADVANCE CRANK one-half () turn clockwise until
the
"l"
on the crank is lined up with the
"l"
on the
inner stationary counting dial.
h. Lift the shutter handle on the right of the column quickly r.nd
smoothly until the viev/ing acreen is in the vertical position.
i. Lov/er the shutter handle quickly and smoothly when the red
meter light comes on (or earlier, if you choose).
j. Turn the PLATE ADVANCE CRAM one-half (i) turn clockwise
until it clicks and the
"0"
on the crank is lined up with
the
"l"
on the stationary counting dial. This v/ill remove
the exposed plate from the exposure position and drop it
into the catch box. To advance the next unexposed plate
into position, turn the PLATE ADVANCE CRANK one-half (|)
turn clockwise until the
"l"
on the crank is lined up v/ith
the
"2"
on the stationary counting dial. Do not advance the
next unexposed plate Into position until all focusing with
the binoculars is completed.
(go to next page)
k. If the counting dial is set at a number other than "l",




on the PLATE ADVANCE CRANK is lined up with
a number on the stationary counting dial, then that
plate indicated by the number on the counting dial
has already been exposed and dropped into the catch
box. Turning the PLATE ADVANCE CRANK one-half (f)




on the PLATE ADVANCE CRANK is lined up with
a number on the stationary counting dial, then that
plate indicated by the number on the counting dial
is in the exposure position. If you have not moved
that plate into position, try to determine if the
plate has been exposed by asking the last operator
of the microscope. If you cannot determine if the
plate has been exposed, move it into the catch box
and make a note under the comments section in the
log book.
3. Removing exposed plates from the camera chamber
a. It is best to wait until all of the plates have been
exposed before removing them from the camera chamber.
Hov/ever, one can remove fewer plates with prior permission
of the instructor.
b. Close the CAMERA AIRLOCK CRANK VALVE completely.
c. Be sure the CAMERA VACUUM button is in the up position.
d. Allow air into the camera chamber by pulling the LEAK KNOB
of the camber chamber located on the front cover plate
of the camera chamber. Remove the front cover plate and
remove the metal catch box. Replace the catch box containing
the exposed plates with an empty catch box.
e. Replace the front cover plate and evacuate the camera chamber
by depressing the CAMERA VACUUM button down.
Calibration of Magnification with Latex Spheres
Many biological specimens are viewed by electron microscopy
with the sole intent of making fairly precise measurements of the specimen
or of selected parts of the specimen (eg., length and v/idth of virus
particles, membrane width, length of complex granules, space betv/een
membrane layers, etc.). Most of these measurements are performed on
the finished photographic print. Direct measurements of specimens
from the print can be made if specimens of known size (eg., latex
spheres) are mixed with the unknown specimen prior to putting the
specimen on the grid. Measurerrents are made of the knov/n specimen and
used as a known length scale for making measurements of the unknown
specimen (eg., you did this for your TMV specimen). This approach Is
only
good for certain particulate unknown specimens and even then may be
useless if the known specimen interferes with viev/ing and photography
of the unknown specimen. Usually it is undesireable or impossible
to include a known specimen. In most cases, the investigator deter
mines the precise magnification of the
ir-
age, on the viev/ing screen
vhen photographed and the enlargement made during printing. Multiply
ing these two factors together will give the total rragnification of
the speciiren on the photographic print. Measurer: ents made on the
print, divided by the total magnification, will give the actual size
of thos.e measurements for the specimen.
print measurement
= actual speclrren rreasureirent
total magnification
where total magnification = image rragnification x print enlargement
All electron microscopes have a means for varying the magni
fication and a dial indicating relative magnification. In order to
calibrate the magnification dial for absolute magnification (i.e., to
be able to read actual rragnif ication of the image directly from the
dial), specimens of known dimensions are photographed at various set
tings on the magnification dial. The negatives are developed and
printed, noting the
enlargement factor for the prints (it is best to
make all prints at the same enlargement when attempting to calibrate
the microscope). Precise measurements are made of the specimen
G. Shut-down procedure
. 1. Turn the CONDENSOR CROSSOVER knob fully counter-clockwise .
2. Slowly turn the FILAMENT knob counter-clockwise to desaturate
the filament.
3. Turn off the high voltage by pressing and releasing the HIGH
VOLTAGE button to the up position.
b. Depress the COL CLOSE button down.
5. Shut off the diffusion pump by pressing and releasing the
DIFF PUMP button to the up_ position.
6. Wait a full 30 minutes.
7. Depress the EVAC STOP button down.
8. Close the CAMERA AIRLOCK CRANK VALVE fully.
9. Put the PLATE VACUUM, SPECIMEN VACUUM and CAMERA VACUUM buttons
in the up position.
10. Turn off the fore pump by pressing and releasing the FORE PUMP
button to the up position.
11. Open the A.I.V. (air inlet valve)
12. Turn off the main sv/itch.
13. Unplug the transformer.
l4. Wait 5, minutes and then turn off the v/ater supply.
15. Enter all information into the LOG BOOK.
on the print. Since the enlargement factor(s) and the actual specimen
dimensions are known, the image magnification on the viewing screen
for each magnification dial setting can be calculated.
If : print measurement
= &ctual specirren measurement








actual specimen x print enlargement
measurement
A good specimen to use for this purpose is a suspension of
latex spheres, all with the same known diameter. Grids are coated
with a plastic support film, and the latex spheres are placed on the
grid and negatively stained. The spheres are photographed at various
magnification settings and the absolute magnification for each setting
is determined. Once this is done and recorded, the calibration should
be checked every ^~1 year.
